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the list was hard. so much so that i've read a lot of books this year. over half of them. and some of them will be reviewed here very soon. however, these are the books that have left the biggest mark on me in
2019. take a look and let me know what books impacted your year or what you loved this year. the museum has a long history with garfield which dates back to his popuarization and endorsement by disney.
the garfield gallery covers his early comics, cartoons, and his new york city subway series. [email protected] is an international museum dedicated to the study and appreciation of comic art, comic history, and
the science of comics. it was founded in 2011 and is located in sydney, australia. the gallery has an annual winter garden series where visitors can view the gallery on winter garden road in the beautiful
surroundings of macquarie park. the gallery is open weekends and weekdays but over the festival holidays it closes. for details, visit www.nychef.com/garfield-museum.html and www.garfield-nyc.org/winter-
garden-2020 . the itinerary of the journey of imagination is designed to give a taste of the vastness of the himalayas through creativity and imagination. cultures and languages from tibet, bhutan, nepal, india,
bangladesh, sri lanka and myanmar, traditions, religions, and more converge to form a richer tapestry of a place that is a fascinating geographical and cultural playground. continuing on, travelers will make
their way from kathmandu to swayambhunath, lumbini, bodhnath, and the mystical confluence of mt. kailash and lake manasarovar. dates are 2018 december 31, 2018. they offer two options which have
similar itineraries and prices. the journey of imagination has four-night packages. the first package is for solo travelers. while the second package is for couples and families. itinerary prices are $3,750 per
person for the package that includes flights, transportation, accommodation, and guided sightseeing. visit www.hisitinerary.com/the-journey-of-imagination-p3989a for more information or book online at
www.thejourneyofimagination.com/enquiry .
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in pursuit of revenge for the death of his friend, wong -chi, wong and strange worked together to unlock a mystical weapon called the cloak. this cloak would separate its wearer from their physical body and
create a “ new “ body. this cloak soon came into the possession of clea, [133] and clea and wong used it as a means to their escape from dor. she gave the cloak and its power to the ancient one, [133] and he

was seen training clea with it. [63] after the ancient one’s death, strange was forced to seek out the help of clea,[ citation needed ] who had left the sanctum sanctorum and joined wong and clea after their
escape from dor. clea, wong, and strange were approached by wong ‘s spouse, k’lei (cloak ‘s previous wearer), [165] who seeks help to obtain vengeance against clea and wong for their involvement in wong ‘s
suicide. [139] clea and wong used the cloak as a means to escape from dor, [139] leaving strange behind. they did not seek out strange or inform him of their plan. [139] wong and clea were then captured by
the cult of the black dragon, a group of wizardly murderers who were based in kala’s realm. this cult followed them to kamar taj where they intended to sacrifice them to the dragon and gain the magical power

of the cloak. [139] clea used the cloak to escape, and she, wong, and the cult disappeared into the void. the cult later disappeared, having been sent to the temporal realm. [139] 5ec8ef588b
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